STUDY ABROAD

Bosnia & Herzegovina

SUMMER 2020

PROGRAM DETAILS:

DATES May 27 - June 13, 2020
LOCATION Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina
PRICE $3,368  GREAT PRICE!
APPLICATION Application opens Jan. 2020. Add your name to the inquiry list on Aztecs Abroad. Deadline: March 15, 2020
SCHOLARSHIPS Visit, calabroad.sdsu.edu/scholarships
WEBSITE sdsu.edu/AztecsAbroad (search "Bosnia")

COURSE:

"Negotiation, Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding in Bosnia and Herzegovina"
ISCOR 450/GENS 450 (3 units)

The breakup of Yugoslavia in 1991 wrought a series of wars from 1991 to 1999 that reintroduced ethnic cleansing and genocide to the European continent. This program provides students with the unique opportunity to understand the historical context and background of the breakup of Yugoslavia, and examine the ethnic and political causes of the war in Bosnia. Students will be exposed firsthand to the local, national and international efforts to bring peace and stability to the region. Additionally, students will examine the different challenges and approaches to conflict resolution and peacebuilding, and understand the role of negotiation in resolving international and intranational conflict.

INFO SESSIONS:
Mon. Oct. 21 @ 2-3pm
Friday, Nov. 15 @ 2-3pm
Arts & Letters 110

Questions? Contact: Professor Luca Dal Pubel lucadalpubel@gmail.com